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Drugs and Their Discontents: 
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Synthetic drug trafficking is a national 
public health emergency that threatens 
both the national security and economic 
well-being of the United States.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Fentanyl and its analogues are the 
principal threat because they are far 
more potent than heroin, making them 
easier to smuggle.

China and mexico are responsible for 
the influx of fentanyl because they work 
together to ship, produce, and smuggle it 
across the border.

“If the scourge slay suddenly, 

he will laugh at the trial of the innocent.”

Job 9:23 (King James)

S ince the last decade of the 20th century, Amer-
ica has been gripped by a tremendous increase 
in the number of its citizens who are suffering 

from the overuse and misuse of opioids. The result has 
been called an epidemic, but another term might be 
more apt. As one physician described it, “The prolif-
eration of opioid use in the United States is called an 
epidemic, but it more resembles metastatic cancer.”1 
Cancer could be a more appropriate label, given the 
number of fatalities that opioids have caused. As U.S. 
Senator Tom Cotton and U.S. Representative David 
Trone, co-chairmen of the Commission to Combat 
Synthetic Opioid Trafficking, explained earlier this 
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year, “The overdose crisis in the United States claims more lives each year 
than firearms, suicide, homicide, or motor vehicle crashes.”2 More people 
than even AIDS killed during its worst years.3

This Legal Memorandum is another in a series of Heritage Foundation 
papers under the overall title “Twenty-First Century Illicit Drugs and Their 
Discontents.” This one will focus on the synthetic opioid fentanyl. It will 
explain why fentanyl has become a modern-day Old Testament scourge.

The Dilemma That Opioids Pose

The bulbs of the poppy plant produce a gum that has been known for 
its analgesic properties for thousands of years.4 The word opium comes 
from the Greek word opion, meaning poppy juice.5 In the 19th century, 
chemists identified the poppy component responsible for the plant’s anal-
gesic effects and purified that substance into the drug known as morphine, 
named after Morpheus, the Greek god of sleep. Just before the turn of 
the 20th century, the Bayer company modified morphine to produce 
diacetylmorphine, which the company called heroin after the German 
word heroisch, which means heroic or mighty.6 Touted as a powerful cough 
suppressant and a less addictive painkiller than morphine, heroin was 
seen initially as an invaluable medicament at a time when tuberculosis 
and pneumonia killed thousands.7

Opioids remain the premiere analgesic today.8 They have that effect by 
generating a cascade of the naturally produced pleasure-inducing molecule 
dopamine in the reward center in the brain, the nucleus accumbens.9 Think 
of it as “the brain’s Grand Central Station, a junction for addictions and 
anxieties and obsessions.”10 Dopamine is exceptionally helpful in some 
circumstances. To produce it, physicians prescribe opioids to relieve the 
intense pain and suffering caused by recent surgery or end-stage cancer, 
which dopamine accomplishes well.11 Opioids, like antibiotics and vaccines, 
are a modern-day pharmacological success story.

Yet therein also lies a dilemma: “[O]pioids give pleasure, and pleasure 
is a trap.”12 Opioids seduce people into believing that they are the ticket to 
earthly paradise. A problem is that long-term (and some short-term) users 
get waylaid into physical dependence or addiction. The former describes the 
state in which your body needs a certain drug to avoid becoming physically 
ill; the latter, a state in which using a drug becomes the raison d’étre for your 
life.13 Addiction treatment physician Dr. Brodie Ramin has described the 
problem as follows:
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Addiction is about dopamine. Addictive substances push dopamine to high, 

often massively elevated levels, in the nucleus accumbens, the reward centre of 

the brain. This is the high of the street vernacular. You get high, then you come 

down. You get dope, then you get dope sickness. You use. You need a fix, a 

drink, a toke. Stimulating the opioid receptors leads to a cascade in the brain 

that ends with increased dopamine…. Floating on a cloud is a common descrip-

tion of the first high.14

Dr. Ramin explained the highs and lows of opioids as follows:

Pamela told me that heroin is like an abusive lover; it gets under your skin and 

into your mind. Opioids make you feel high and then bring you down. They 

make you feel calm and safe and then smother you in your sleep. All you can 

think about is your next point of heroin or your next pill of Percocet, but more 

than anything you want to stop using. You want to get away. You fight, but 

the opioid fights back. It gives you chills and drenching night sweats; it makes 

you vomit; it makes you want to jump out of your skin; it makes you crazy with 

revulsion and desire. It is the perfect biological weapon, designed to target the 

pleasure centres of the brain.15

The process of addiction leads to a rewiring of the brain or “neuroplasti-
city”—viz., “systematic changes in the synaptic signaling, or communication, 
between neurons in various reward regions of the brain”:16

Opioids affect the brain’s response to stimuli and impair decision-making. We 

are all creatures of habit, and addiction is a deeply ingrained habit…. When you 

smell your favorite food, you start salivating before a morsel has passed your 

lips. So it is with drugs. Entering a room where you have used drugs or taking 

out the equipment to smoke or inject a drug leads your dopamine-producing 

cells to start firing in anticipation of the rush to come. Repetition turns opioid 

use into an automatic and compulsive behavior. These changes in the brain 

endure; they last for years after drug use stops, which is why addiction is a 

chronic disease.17

The result is like seeing Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy played in 
reverse. Opioid use can take people from the Paradiso or Purgatorio 
through the Inferno, ultimately entombing them in a far worse form of 
misery than whatever physical or psychological anguish they had hoped 
to leave behind.
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The tragedy for nearly all people who use drugs is that they never return to 

that initial state of bliss. With repeated use, smaller and smaller amounts of 

dopamine are released. People need to increase the quantity and frequen-

cy of opioid use. Even worse, they become less sensitive to the stimulation 

for non-drug-related rewards, and they lose motivation to do quotidian and 

necessary activities such as show up at work and maintain their relationships. 

The joys of drug use plateau and then decline, but so do the joys of life. Food 

doesn’t taste as good, careers become a barrier to using drugs, and love feels 

less like love.18

Sadly, even that absence of ordinary sources of gratification and happi-
ness is not the nadir of an addict’s life:

It gets worse. Not only does the brain’s reward system flatline, but there is a 

concurrent rise of the brain’s anti-reward system, the network of brain path-

ways involved in stress and negative emotions. Chronic drug use makes the 

anti-reward system overactive. That is why people who use opioids chronically 

are more likely to develop depression and to stop caring about every other as-

pect of life other than drugs. People who use opioids are pulled to the rewards 

of drugs while also being pushed to avoid withdrawal, depression, and pain. 

Over a short period of time, a person transitions from taking drugs in order 

to get high to using them to get a brief respite from depression. Rather than 

using to get the feeling of floating on a cloud, people begin to use opioids to 

make the pain stop.19

Far too many Americans fell into that trap over the past century by over-
using prescription opioids or illicit substitutes to address physical pain or 
to avoid psychological distress that can be no less real and disabling. None-
theless, illicit opioid use can have tragic consequences. Approximately half 
of the people who use heroin become addicted to it; for every first user, “it 
is a coin toss” whether addiction will follow.20 Congress sought to prevent 
heroin’s use by prohibiting its sale more than a century ago. Nonetheless, 
just as prohibiting the production and distribution of alcohol did not pre-
vent people from becoming alcoholics, outlawing heroin has not kept heroin 
from ruining or claiming numerous lives.21

The Opioid Epidemic

Traditionally, physicians were reluctant to prescribe opioids except in 
limited circumstances, given their addictive potential.22 Several factors 
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coalesced to change that attitude in the 1990s. Prompted by the work of 
patient advocacy groups, pain—whether caused by disease or by injury 
and whether acute or chronic—came to be seen as the fifth vital sign (atop 
temperature, heart rate, respiration rate, and blood pressure).23 Insurers 
for managed health care programs demanded that physicians increase 
the number of their patients and declined to reimburse non-opioid pain 
treatments. Pharmaceutical companies claimed to have developed forms 
of opioids that had a very low risk of addiction. Physicians feared patients’ 
ability to rate the quality of their treatment on social media. As a result, 
doctors found that they could satisfy all of those groups by regularly pre-
scribing opioids to manage chronic pain.24 Sadly but perhaps predictably, 
beginning late in the 1990s, “America has witnessed an increase in drug 
overdose deaths in numbers partaking of Biblical proportions,”25 due prin-
cipally to overuse and misuse of opioids, legal and illegal.26

The epidemic hit the nation in three successive “waves” of increas-
ing severity.27

 l Wave 1 involved the overprescription and overuse of opioids.

 l In Wave 2, once the federal and state governments limited opioid 
prescriptions to address the spreading overdose crisis, opioid users 
turned to heroin because it was easier to obtain and less expensive.28

 l Wave 3, the most recent and still-ongoing stage, involves a synthetic 
analgesic, fentanyl.

Fentanyl made a cameo appearance in the United States late in the 1970s, 
when it was known as “China White.”29 Now, however, it has become the 
principal villain responsible for America’s overdoses and fatalities.30 Ben 
Westhoff described the current wave in his book Fentanyl, Inc.:

After the heroin and prescription pill crisis took off in the 1990s and reached 

epidemic levels in the following decades, heartbreaking reports increasingly 

appeared about decimated communities, about young victims cut down in 

their prime.

The CDC was right; fentanyl is claiming lives at an unprecedented rate.31 
Heroin use “had never been a particularly safe pastime,” but once fentanyl 
appeared, users “began dropping like flies.”32 A 2022 study published in 
the Journal of the American Medical Association found that “[i]n 2021, 
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fentanyls were identified in 77.14% of adolescent overdose deaths, compared 
with 13.26% for benzodiazepines, 9.77% for methamphetamine, 7.33% for 
cocaine, 5.76% for prescription opioids, and 2.27% for heroin.”33 “Overdoses 
involving illegally manufactured fentanyl are now the leading cause of death 
for those ages 18 to 45.”34

The costs of the opioid epidemic are staggering. “Since 2000, there have 
been 400,000 opioid-involved deaths in the U.S. contributing to an historic 
decline in U.S. life expectancy.”35 According to the most recent annual data, 
from June 2020 through May 2021, more than 100,000 Americans died 
from drug overdoses36—more than double the number of Americans killed 
in action during the Vietnam War.37 Since 1999, drug overdoses have killed 
approximately one million Americans.38 Estimates of the national economic 
cost have ranged from approximately $700 billion to $1 trillion annually.39 

“In terms of loss of life and damage to the economy, illicit synthetic opioids 
have the effect of a slow-motion weapon of mass destruction in pill form.”40 
For the ones who lose their lives and the people who care about them, the 
personal cost is incalculable.

Fentanyl

Synthesized as a more powerful painkiller than morphine, fentanyl is 
a powerful anesthetic and analgesic.41 The Food and Drug Administration 
approved it in 197242 as a Schedule II controlled substance under the Con-
trolled Substances Act of 1970 (CSA), the classification used for drugs that 
have legitimate medical uses but also pose a serious risk of abuse and can be 
distributed only pursuant to a physician’s order.43 Commercially produced 
fentanyl is a legitimate product. It is used intravenously during surgery or 
as a treatment for end-stage cancer pain, often as a transdermal patch.44 
Like other opioids, fentanyl produces effects such as pain relief, sedation, 
relaxation, euphoria, and respiratory depression.45

It is the mass production of illicitly produced and distributed fentanyl, 
however, that is killing thousands of Americans today.46 The principal cul-
prits are China and Mexico. Together, they have been responsible for nearly 
all of the illicit fentanyl that has entered the United States and have caused 
scores of thousands of overdose deaths.47

China. China was not a traditional source of the narcotics that have been 
smuggled into the United States, such as heroin.48 Nonetheless, beginning 
in approximately 2013, China became the principal direct source of the 
processed illicit fentanyl49 that arrived in America.50 China has massive 
pharmaceutical and chemical sectors51 that annually contribute trillions 
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of dollars to China’s economy.52 They synthesized the precursor chemicals 
for the production of fentanyl as well as the finished product, and China’s 
regulation of that industry, whether purposeful or not, was, in a word, lax.53 
Perhaps that is because the initial response of the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP) to flaws in its Communist paradise is to deny the existence of any 
problem.54 Perhaps it is because the economic might of China’s chemical 
and pharmaceutical industries translates directly into considerable power.55 
Perhaps it is because China has no interest in penalizing companies that 
employ thousands of workers in the provinces.56 Perhaps it is China’s way of 
repaying the West for the Opium Wars and resulting addiction that England 
forced China to endure in the 19th century.57 Or perhaps it is a combination 
of those factors and others as well (such as an unstated desire to weaken the 
United States). Regardless of the reason why, the CCP has been reluctant 
to stifle the smuggling of illicit fentanyl into the United States.

Initially, Chinese companies would synthesize fentanyl and traffic the 
completed product into the United States (or send it to Mexico for one of 
the cartels to take fentanyl the last mile) by the U.S. Postal Service, pri-
vate express carriers, passenger boats, commercial freighters, trains, and 
drones.58 Given the small size of smuggled fentanyl packages and the over-
whelming number of inbound parcels, illegal packages hidden in shipping 
containers, like particular trees, were hidden in a forest of shipments.59 To 
make detection even more difficult, Chinese shippers use false identities, 
mislabel shipped fentanyl, hide it in legitimate cargos, and transship pack-
ages through “scores of middlemen and freight forwarders” to “launder” its 
origination point.60

During the Obama and Trump Administrations,61 the United States urged 
China to control its production and export of fentanyl and its analogues—
drugs that have only minor variations from fentanyl in their chemical 
structure that leave its effect unchanged but allow manufacturers and 
shippers to evade the regulatory scheme.62 Yet fentanyl traffickers could 
easily evade the Chinese regulations and weak enforcement efforts. In 2019, 
however, after engagements at multiple levels, including a meeting between 
President Donald Trump and President Xi Jinping, China changed its fen-
tanyl regulatory scheme. The Chinese government included all fentanyl 
analogues within its schedule of controlled substances and banned their 
export without a special government-issued license.63 The result was to shift 
the nature of China’s involvement in fentanyl trafficking.64 Rather than send 
processed fentanyl directly to the United States by mail or by express car-
riers, China began to send fentanyl’s precursor chemicals to Mexico, where 
they have been processed into the final product and smuggled across the 
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border.65 Whether China will vigorously enforce its scheduling law remains 
to be seen, but the prognosis is a bleak one.66

Yet even if China were to collaborate aggressively with the United States 
to stem illicit fentanyl manufacturing, China’s efforts might not count for 
very much. A variety of chemicals can be used in fentanyl synthesis; some 
precursors have lawful uses in synthesizing legitimate chemicals; the man-
ufacturing technique is not scientifically challenging; and legal controls 
on the production and export of precursor chemicals vary from country to 
country.67 The Mexican drug cartels—also known as Drug Trafficking Orga-
nizations (DTOs) or Transnational Criminal Organizations (TCOs)—could 
turn to countries like India and Myanmar to purchase the same precursor 
chemicals in the open market, smuggling them in legitimate shipments, or 
mislabel them to hide their origin and nature.68 Accordingly, the difficulties 
posed by dealing with nations like India and Myanmar might be no less 
challenging than the ones that China presents.69

Geopolitics plays an unavoidably large role in the fentanyl problem. 
Foreign nations often expect or demand some type of quid pro quo to help 
the United States solve a problem they do not share. Our government must 
decide whether obtaining the assistance of nations like China, India, and 
Myanmar is a priority and, if it is, what we are willing to offer to enlist their 
help. Complicating those negotiations is any tension or enmity between 
those nations (or their leaders) and ours. For example, China, hypersensi-
tive to criticism, is loath to accept responsibility for any part in America’s 
fentanyl crisis. The CCP has consistently blamed America for any fentanyl 
overdose and fatality problem, saying that the United States must reduce 
its demand for illegal drugs, change its culture of drug use and addiction, 
and step up its enforcement of our laws. China also has been reluctant to 
partner aggressively with the Drug Enforcement Administration in the 
investigation of illicit fentanyl labs and smuggling activities within that 
country.70 Finally, China’s recent adventurism in Southeast Asia toward 
Taiwan makes it unlikely that China would welcome or empower new Amer-
ican law enforcement officers on Chinese soil anytime soon.71

Besides, whatever saps this nation’s energies strengthens China’s posi-
tion relative to ours. Scheduling fentanyl’s analogues in 2019 and now sitting 
back and doing nothing (or next to nothing) gives China a cost-free way 
to avoid international criticism while harming its most powerful rival. As 
Napoleon is reputed to have mused, never interfere with the enemy when 
he is in the process of destroying himself.

Mexico. Mexico has always played an important role as a transshipment 
point for the smuggling of China’s fentanyl into this country.72 Once China 
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revised its fentanyl laws in 2019, however, “supply pivoted to Mexico.”73 Our 
southern neighbor is now the principal site for fentanyl’s illicit produc-
tion and the direct source for the finished product to be smuggled into the 
United States.74

Two of the nine Mexican drug cartels75—the Sinaloa Cartel76 and the 
Jalisco New Generation Cartel (CJNG)77—are principally responsible 
for manufacturing the finished product from the precursor chemicals 
imported from China via shell corporations,78 from whence they smuggle 
the finished product into this nation.79 Using both large-scale and small-
scale laboratories in Mexico, the cartels are able to churn out massive 
quantities of fentanyl for smuggling into this country.80 As The Wall Street 
Journal recently reported, “In a six-day workweek, the cook said, he can 
make enough fentanyl for hundreds of thousands of doses.”81 The Sinaloa 
and CJNG cartels have established smuggling routes to transport fentanyl 
across the border and into the United States, including new areas where 
fentanyl use once was rare.82 The cartels then use established distribution 
routes, along with local gangs, to infiltrate fentanyl and other illegal drugs 
into every corner of this nation, earning them billions of dollars.83

To be sure, Mexico has taken some steps ostensibly to limit fentanyl 
trafficking. For example, President Andres Manuel López Obrador has 
placed Mexico’s ports and largest Mexico City airport under the control 
of the Mexican navy, which has seized approximately 320 tons of illicit 
precursor chemicals this year.84 Mexican authorities also claim to have 
destroyed roughly 1,000 labs and fentanyl production sites.85 But the 
truth is that the current Mexican president has no stomach for fighting 
the cartels.86 His stated policy of “abrazos no balazos” (hugs not bullets)87—
attacking poverty rather than the cartels—has not merely failed to stem 
Mexico’s violence.88 It has emboldened the cartels, allowing them to grow 
in strength, bravado, and influence by proving that the Mexican govern-
ment is not a threat.89

Consider what happened in October 2019 in Culiacán, capital of the 
Mexican State of Sinaloa and home of the Sinaloa Cartel.90 Mexican law 
enforcement authorities arrested Ovidio Guzmán, the son of the infamous 
Sinaloa Cartel leader Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán, who had been convicted 
of drug trafficking in the United States and sentenced to life imprisonment. 
In response, cartel sicarios engaged in more than 70 firefights in that city 
and forced President Obrador to order the city of Culiacán to release Ovi-
dio.91 That would be the equivalent of the Gambino Crime Family “going to 
the mattresses” against the federal government when the latter arrested 
and prosecuted John Gotti, with the federal government giving in to the 
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Gambino Family’s demand that Gotti be freed. The teaching that any such 
dereliction of duty sends is that there is no rule of law and no consequence 
for the cartels’ illegal activities.92

Why Fentanyl Is a New Scourge

Fentanyl differs from well-known “hard” drugs, such as heroin, in three 
ways. Each one is relevant to the problem we face today.

Difference No. 1: Fentanyl is extremely potent. The first difference is 
that fentanyl is extraordinarily powerful because it binds more efficiently 
to neuroreceptors than plant-based analgesics like heroin do.93 Fentanyl 
is 50–100 times more powerful than morphine, the drug that serves as the 
baseline for measuring analgesic effectiveness.94 (For perspective, heroin 
is five times as powerful as morphine.) And some analogues of fentanyl, 
such as carfentanil, which is used to tranquilize elephants, are ten thousand 
times as powerful as morphine.95 Only a few grains—grains, not grams—of 
carfentanil are fatal to humans.96 Only a miniscule amount of fentanyl is 
necessary for it to have its anaesthetic or analgesic effect. A smidgeon more 
and death follows like the Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come. “It takes only 
2 milligrams to be lethal. That’s not even enough to cover the year on the 
front of the penny in your pocket.”97

Difference No. 2: Fentanyl can kill instantly. The second difference is 
that because of its potency, fentanyl can kill instantly.98 There is very little 
room between the curves defining the maximum recommended therapeutic 
dose of fentanyl needed to achieve its analgesic effect and the minimum 
fatal dose.99 Put differently, there is little margin for error. A person who, 
wittingly or not, uses more than the small amount of fentanyl to achieve 
the sought-after blissful euphoric state might not have any such margin. As 
Illinois’ Madison County Coroner Stephen Nonn put it, “‘When we go to a 
death scene and you still see the needle in the arm, we know it was fentanyl 
because it works that quick[ly].’”100

That feature alone explains why fentanyl is a far bigger threat than 
heroin. Heroin turns people into “addicts”—viz., individuals who were more 
than physically dependent on a drug and would start “jonesing” for it if 
its use were discontinued. Addicts—a term that is no longer widely used 
but that still accurately summarizes a relevant concept—are individuals 
whose drug use dominates their lives so completely and deeply that they 
compulsively use a drug and do whatever is necessary to obtain it, despite 
the damage it does to their professional, family, and personal lives, because 
their brains have become rewired and demand it.101 Yet, unlike fentanyl, 
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drugs like heroin offer what is called the “gift of desperation”—that is, the 
opportunity to seek treatment after hitting “rock bottom” and realizing that 
death is “just a shot away.”102 Heroin addicts can enter treatment for their 
substance use disorder, and though escaping an addiction is quite difficult, 
some are able to do so successfully. Fentanyl doesn’t give people that chance. 
It is merciless.

Difference No. 3: Fentanyl is easier and cheaper to produce, smug-
gle, and distribute than heroin. The third difference is in the production 
processes for poppy-based opioids like heroin and synthetic drugs like 
fentanyl.103 Synthetic opioids—and other Novel Psychoactive Substances 
(NPS)104—have several cost advantages for suppliers over plant-based 
opioids.105 Those factors encourage TCOs to shift to production of syn-
thetic opioids.106

Heroin is the product of the opium poppy. Because heroin is a Schedule 
I controlled substance, it cannot be lawfully cultivated within, imported 
into, or manufactured in the United States. It must be produced elsewhere 
and then smuggled into this country. Those multiple steps between a poppy 
field and an end-user add time and expense, upping the cost at each stage 
of the cultivation, processing, smuggling, transportation, and distribution 
steps that are necessary to get heroin to street-level dealers and users.107 By 
contrast, fentanyl is created entirely in a lab from lawfully obtained, inex-
pensive precursor chemicals.108 The result is that a far smaller geographic 
area is necessary to produce fentanyl. In theory, it could be produced in 
remote labs in the United States, particularly in the vast unsettled areas in 
Rocky Mountain states.109

Transportation costs are also lower. Mexico, the primary source of the 
illicit fentanyl smuggled into this nation, has a 2,000-mile border with four 
adjacent American states, eliminating the need for the trans-oceanic ship-
ping that is necessary to bring opium from Afghanistan or Southeast Asia 
into this country. Moreover, fentanyl’s greater potency makes transporta-
tion easier and more cost-effective because small quantities of the drug110 
are easier to conceal in vehicles and can also be sent by parcel post, private 
express carriers, drones, or some other mode of transportation.111 The cost 
of synthesizing, smuggling, and distributing fentanyl is only 1 percent of the 
cost of trafficking in an equally potent amount of heroin, making fentanyl 
trafficking preferable from a dose-equivalent or efficiency perspective.112 
Accordingly, because fentanyl and other synthetic opioids “offer economic 
and tactical advantages that allow criminals to vastly outpace enforcement 
efforts,” fentanyl is replacing heroin as the principal opioid sold in areas of 
the nation.113
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Collateral developments also worsen our predicament. Evolutions in 
communications, cryptography, and transportation media have made the 
creation, smuggling, and distribution of fentanyl far easier today than 
had historically been the case for drugs like heroin.114 Sellers and buyers 
of processed fentanyl or its precursor chemicals can meet in cyberspace 
and communicate via social media or in private over the Dark Web, “a sort 
of eBay of illicit drugs.”115 Sellers can deliver purchased goods via a host of 
private express carriers.116 The result is to make drugs like fentanyl available 
to an entirely new range of customers. “The people consuming many of 
these bastardized novel psychotic substances are not traditional hard-drug 
users.”117 Some are “high school kids, college students, and recreational 
enthusiasts best described as drug nerds,” while others are “psychonauts, 
thrill seekers who try brand-new drugs that have never been taken before.”118

Yet fentanyl is similar to heroin and cocaine in one important—and dan-
gerous—respect: It is a white powder.119 Drug dealers can intentionally “step 
on” drugs like heroin or cocaine by diluting it with less expensive fentanyl 
to reduce their costs or to give their product an extra “kick” as a means of 
soliciting repeat business.120 Of course, a result is that there is no uniformity 
in how much fentanyl can be found in any package or pill.121 Fentanyl can 
also wind up unintentionally mixed into heroin and cocaine by dealers who 
are less than fastidious about how they package their wares.122

Many juvenile or young heroin or cocaine users purchase illegal drugs 
over social media,123 but they “have no idea just how potent and dangerous 
these new drugs can be.”124 That ignorance can be costly; in fact, it already 
has been.125 Because one never knows how much fentanyl is in heroin or 
cocaine powder, or in counterfeit pills, using them is like playing Russian 
Roulette with more than one round in the chamber.126 Want proof? Fentanyl 
was present in the system of 40 percent of the people who overdosed and 
died from cocaine in 2016.127

There is an additional, more ominous aspect of illicit fentanyl sales. 
Americans are accustomed to and prefer taking drugs by swallowing pills 
rather than receiving or self-administering injections, so the cartels use 
commercial-grade presses to manufacture counterfeit pills containing 
fentanyl, either in part or entirely, creating look-alikes for legitimate 
prescription drugs such as OxyContin or Adderall.128 The machines allow 
the cartels to manufacture millions of pills.129 The goal is to attract new 
customers.130 To entice juveniles, the cartels also manufacture pills in var-
ious colors to make them look like candy.131 Even more horrifying, shortly 
before Halloween in 2022, law enforcement authorities at the Los Angeles 
International Airport seized thousands of suspected fentanyl pills disguised 
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in popular candy packages.132 It is not difficult to imagine the reaction of 
thousands of parents whose children overdosed and died from ingesting 
those candies had they reached their destinations.

Across the nation, law enforcement has seized millions of counterfeit 
pills containing fentanyl and have witnessed unprecedented numbers of 
fatal fentanyl-induced overdoses.133 However that happens, the presence of 
fentanyl in an illicit drug can wind up causing someone to die from its use, 
whether that someone is a celebrity or an average everyday American.134 
As author Ben Westhoff has written, “Until recently young people could 
often take drugs at parties without risking much more than a bad hangover. 
Now, however, any black market pill or powder could contain a lethal dose 
of fentanyl.”135

Unfortunately, this problem will only worsen over time.136 Fentanyl 
shows that enterprising chemists are able to create new synthetic opioids, 
and the Mexican cartels are willing to expand their operations to create 
new drugs for both existing and new markets.137 Given Mexico’s economic 
problems, Mexican TCOs also have no shortage of young men willing to 
join their ranks for the money and prestige that comes with cartel member-
ship.138 Stopping the smuggling of fentanyl into the United States is a matter 
of life and death. The question is not whether but how many Americans will 
die from fentanyl smuggling and distribution.139

The Bottom Line

Fentanyl is the Black Mamba of illicit drugs. Its fangs contain a quick-act-
ing, extremely aggressive, highly potent, merciless, and remorseless venom 
that kills in the blink of an eye. “Never…has an opiate—or any other drug, 
for that matter—killed so many annually as the fentanyl epidemic.”140 Illicit 
fentanyl use is a public health problem of historic proportions.141 As a 2018 
Brookings Institution report noted, “Replacing drugs derived from plants 
(e.g., heroin, cannabis) with synthetic analogues (e.g., fentanyl, Spice/K2) 
could be the most disruptive innovation in the history of the international 
drug trade.”142 The recent federal Commission to Combat Synthetic Opioid 
Trafficking concluded that “the trafficking of synthetic drugs into the United 
States [is] not just a public health emergency but a national emergency 
that threatens both the national security and economic well-being of the 
country.”143 Medical and law enforcement professionals agree on the nature 
of the problem and the need to stop its murderous assault on the nation.144

A joint federal–state response is necessary because this threat will not 
pass into the night and the states cannot handle it alone. As the Commission 
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to Combat Synthetic Opioid Trafficking concluded earlier this year, given all 
the features that make fentanyl dangerous—its relatively greater potency 
than plant-based opioids, its relatively simple and inexpensive production 
and distribution process, the vast areas in Mexico where the drug can be 
synthesized, the cartels’ demonstrated willingness to exploit every advan-
tage that the United States offers for drug trafficking, and the refusal of 
Presidents López Obrador and Joe Biden to stop fentanyl smuggling from 
Mexico into the United States145—“a transition from heroin or diverted 
prescription opioids to more-potent synthetic opioids is here to stay.”146

Conclusion

According to Jim Crotty, Deputy Chief of Staff at the Drug Enforcement 
Administration from 2019 to 2021, fentanyl “is in fact the most pernicious, 
the most devastating drug that we have ever seen.”147 Adding a little bit of 
black humor, Crotty said that if fentanyl “were an athlete, people would 
call it ‘The G.O.A.T.’”148

All jokes aside, the facts show that Crotty is right. We have long known 
that while opioids can relieve pain, they also can destroy life. Generally, 
they work slowly by reducing users to the ever-hungry souls in a Buddhist 
afterlife. Sometimes, though, they act more quickly, leaving no opportunity 
for the inexperienced user or for someone who succumbs to reuse after 
becoming “clean.” Fentanyl, however, does not give many users the opportu-
nity for redemption; it can kill in the blink of an eye. Worse still, fentanyl can 
kill unwitting or novice users. Opioid users once had the chance to survive 
a poor choice—to walk away after youthful experimentation or to hit rock 
bottom after being hooked but then realizing that they needed to turn their 
lives around. Now users frequently do not get that second chance.

We need to educate people about fentanyl’s danger, persuade them not 
to run the risks it poses, and stop the sale of poison to our fellow citizens. 
Andrew Olivastro, a colleague of mine at The Heritage Foundation, once 
wrote, “In this war, the drugs are winning. The battle must be joined.” Fen-
tanyl proves that he is right.

Paul J. Larkin is the John, Barbara, and Victoria Rumpel Senior Legal Research Fellow in 

the Edwin Meese III Center for Legal and Judicial Studies at The Heritage Foundation.
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WeSthoFF, supra note 3, at 183 (“China’s clumsy, understaffed bureaucracy has a difficult time controlling the country’s chemical industry, where legal 
and illegal elements bleed into each other. Different layers of government are sometimes at odds with one another, local officials are corruptible, and 
industry regulations are confusing and poorly enforced. Thus, dodgy companies that keep their heads down can often operate without problems…. ‘Lack 
of coordination and competing regulatory oversight…creates opportunities for some firms to hide unregulated activities in plain sight,’ testified the RAND 
Corporation’s Bryce Pardo, an expert on drugs in China, to Congress in 2018.”), 201, 205–06 (“For more than a decade, China has been encouraging its 
chemical and pharmaceutical industries by offering companies lucrative tax incentives, subsidies, and direct financial support…. Quietly, money intended 
to spur legitimate innovation has gone to companies exporting fentanyl, fentanyl precursors, synthetic cannabinoids, and other dangerous products. It’s 
unclear how aware the Chinese central government is of this.”), 214 (“There is little doubt that China is undercutting its publicly stated goal of stopping 
the export of dangerous drugs for illicit use…. ‘If China had a subsidy on lead, you’d probably see a lot more bullets coming out of China, and that’s what 
happening here with the precursors. They’re subsidizing whatever is a high-value commodity, and in this case it just happens to be really potent synthetic 
opioids or opioid precursors,’ said RAND’s Bryce Pardo. ‘The Chinese government doesn’t have a good capacity for regulating its own industry. At the same 
time, it wants to export and make as much money as possible. They’re getting ahead of themselves and causing a lot of harm in the process.’”); Kamp et 
al., supra note 1 (“A 2021 report from two researchers at the Institute of Criminal Investigation of People’s Public Security University of China, the country’s 
highest police academy, pointed to weak training and unclear lines of command within China’s drug enforcement divisions. The researchers said those 
inspecting chemical plants often don’t have the means or know-how to identify fentanyl precursor chemicals.”).

54. See Felbab-Brown, supra note 49, at 3 (“The government of China at first tends to deny the existence of a problem.”).

55. See WeSthoFF, supra note 3, at 194 (“[China’s] chemical industry, powered by global capitalism, has become a Frankenstein’s monster, powerful, destructive, and 
uncontrollable.”); Felbab-Brown, supra note 50, at 3 (“Under international or strong domestic pressure, [China] eventually moves to tighten regulation. But its 
enforcement tends to be limited and subverted by powerful vested interests of industry representatives, officials of line ministries charged with regulating or 
promoting the industry, and government officials. Geostrategic interests also trump other considerations, such as enforcement of regulatory compliance.”).

56. Felbab-Brown, supra note 49, at 5 (noting that an important interest of the Chinese Communist Party is “to generate jobs and revenues at the 
provincial level.”).

57. See, e.g., W. trAviS hAneS iii & FrAnk SAnello, the oPium WArS: the ADDiction oF one emPire AnD the corruPtion oF Another (2004); JuliA lovell, the oPium WAr: 
DrugS, DreAmS, AnD the mAking oF moDern chinA (2015); StePhen r. PlAtt, imPeriAl tWilight: the oPium WAr AnD the enD oF chinA’S lASt golDen Age (2018).

58. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 5; see also Combatting the Opioid Crisis: Exploiting Vulnerabilities in International Mail, PermAnent SuBcomm. on 
inveStigAtionS oF the comm. on homelAnD Security AnD governmentAl AFFS., 115th Cong. 1–5 (2018).

59. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 5–6, WeSthoFF, supra note 3, at 138 (“[C]onsidering more than 400 million international packages arrive in the 
United States every year, checking each one for drugs is logistically impossible.”), 147 (“‘It’s near impossible to stop these drugs, because they are so 
easy to smuggle in shipping containers,’ said University of Pittsburgh professor Phil Williams, an expert on international organized crime and terror.”); 
Felbab-Brown, supra note 50, at 7 (“Some 20.6 billion parcels from China arrived in the United States in 2015 by sea and air cargo and through 
postal services; and nearly 500 million by post alone in 2017.”) (footnote omitted). Illegal fentanyl shippers in China—“often mom-and-pop illicit 
entrepreneurs without criminal organizations behind them and without the need and capacity for violence”—ship high-potency fentanyl to minimize 
its weight and their exposure. Felbab-Brown, supra note 49, at 8.

60. Felbab-Brown, supra note 49, at 7; see also WeSthoFF, supra note 3, at 139, 147–48.

61. See Felbab-Brown, supra note 49, at 8–9 (describing the Administrations’ effort to enlist China’s aid).

62. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 7. Some fentanyl analogues, such as carfentanil, however, are far more powerful than the parent drug.
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63. Id.; Felbab-Brown, supra note 49, at 9.

64. Disrupt, not stop. China remains the source of some illicit fentanyl that comes into the United States. See DEA nAt’l Drug ASSeSSment, supra note 30, 
at 9 (Fentanyl distributors in the United States also continue to order fentanyl, FRCs, and other synthetic opioids, such as U-47700, directly from 
manufacturers in China via the Internet including the dark web, with delivery accomplished by international mail and commercial parcel services. 
China-sourced fentanyl typically is smuggled in small volumes and generally tested over 90 percent pure. In 2019, U.S. law enforcement continued to 
seize China-sourced fentanyl though in smaller volumes and with fewer occurrences than previous years.”).

65. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 7. The Synthetic Opioid Commission described those effects as follows: “First, the ban halted the continued 
generation of new fentanyl analogues and reduced the supply of these drugs directly from the PRC to the United States. Multiple experts in the 
U.S. government and other reports and data attest to this; the numbers of new fentanyl analogues appearing for the first time in drug seizures from 
domestic U.S. markets fell dramatically. This was accompanied by a sharp decline in the numbers of air-based seizures at ports of entry (POEs) 
arriving by mail to the United States from the PRC, starting around the time that the two countries were discussing classwide scheduling of all 
fentanyl-related substances. Nevertheless, despite the success in stopping direct shipments into the United States, these measures did not end the 
problem of illegal manufacture or import of synthetic opioids. [¶] Second, with the full ban on fentanyl-related compounds, producers in the PRC 
adapted and began trading in chemicals not listed under the country’s law. These chemicals include the emergence of nonfentanyl synthetic opioids, 
such as the benzimidazole class of opioids (e.g., etonitazene, isotonitazene), which started showing up in greater frequency in death and seizure data 
in 2019. At the same time, exports of uncontrolled fentanyl precursors, such as 4-AP and 4-piperidone, to TCOs in Mexico increased. According to 
federal authorities, since 2019, criminals in Mexico have been the primary source of fentanyl illegally imported into the United States using precursors 
from the PRC and elsewhere.” Id. at 7 (footnotes omitted).

66. Felbab-Brown et al., supra note 26, at 10 (“Though proud of its tough counternarcotics stance, China is unlikely to closely collaborate with the 
United States. The significant deterioration of U.S.–Chinese relations may undermine China’s willingness to diligently enforce the fentanyl regulation. 
Only when China starts to experience its own opioid epidemic—for example, because international pharmaceutical companies set off abuse of 
prescription opioids—will China likely crack down on the illicit fentanyl trade robustly. In the meantime, Felbab-Brown recommends a four-pronged 
approach: 1) with respect to the government of China: delinking counternarcotics policy from the U.S.–China global rivalry; 2) with respect to Chinese 
pharmaceutical companies: mandating that all companies selling legal fentanyl in the United States institute verifiable internal monitoring of their 
production facilities and contribute opioid samples to a U.S. or international database; 3) with respect to prominent Chinese pharmaceutical and 
chemical industry officials: the development of packages of leverage; and [4]), with respect to drug traffickers: the development of legal indictment 
portfolios.”); Felbab-Brown, supra note 49, at 5 (“The question now is how likely it is that China will diligently enforce the new regulation and crack 
down against individuals and companies that illegally traffic fentanyl to the United States and elsewhere in the world. That is a question of both 
capacity and will. The enforcement challenge is significant, as it involves the monitoring of hundreds of thousands of legal facilities and requires 
extensive law enforcement resources. It also requires significant will on the part of the Chinese government, which may be in short supply as the 
United States and China stand on the cusp of a new Cold War with relations between the two countries at their lowest point in decades.”); id. at 
6 (“Overall, vested interests have systematically sought to undermine tighter regulations and their enforcement—such as on cigarette marketing 
or wildlife trade regulation. To the extent that particular economic sectors succeed in delivering extensive tax revenues and jobs, they advance the 
primarily [sic] performance measures by which Chinese government officials are evaluated and the primary tools by which the Chinese government 
seeks to maintain internal stability and preserve the power of the CCP. Vested interests of industry representatives and government officials then often 
hamper regulation and its enforcement, even when China is in violation of its international treaty obligations and there are intensely negative public 
health consequences for Chinese citizens…. [¶] Moreover, geostrategic considerations tend to trump other domestic and international considerations 
pertaining to regulation in a wide variety of regulatory domains. [¶] All this does not bode well for tight enforcement of China’s new fentanyl 
regulations—at least not until a synthetic opioid epidemic arrives in China as a result of aggressive and unscrupulous marketing of prescription 
opioids there by the same pharmaceutical companies responsible for the U.S. opioid epidemic and already operating in China, as well as their Chinese 
business partners (or from Chinese drug traffickers selling fentanyl to Chinese heroin users).”); id. at 10 (“[E]nforcement is frequently left up to local 
officials whose political careers and political survival are far less dependent on enforcing regulations than on advancing the economic interests of 
the Chinese government—namely, revenue and job generation—which the government deems essential for preservation of CCP rule and stability in 
China. National government officials often have few details about subprovincial level business activities and their ties to illicit economies. Regulatory 
capture of provincial and local officials by vested interests can be high.”) (footnote omitted); id. at 11 (“[N]ational level enforcement in China tends to 
be selective and deployed particularly as a tool to strengthen central power rather than a consistent mechanism to uphold the rule of law and enforce 
regulations.”).

67. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 6 n.†; DeA nAt’l Drug ASSeSSment, supra note 30, at 9 (noting that the Mexican “TCOs are diversifying their 
precursor chemical sources of supply, and moving to precursor chemicals further down the synthesis chain to avoid international chemical controls.”), 
15 (“Law enforcement seizures in 2019 and 2020 include many chemicals which are uncontrolled in China and Mexico.”); WeSthoFF, supra note 3, at 
224–25; Kamp et al., supra note 1.

68. DeA nAt’l Drug ASSeSSment, supra note 30, at 15; WeSthoFF, supra note 3, at 226 (“According to the DEA, there are sixteen different known precursor chemicals 
that can be used to make fentanyl, most of which remain unscheduled,” and therefore legal, “worldwide.”); Vanda Felbab-Brown, The Opioid Crisis in 
America: Domestic and International Dimensions: Fending Off Fentanyl and Hunting Down Heroin: Controlling Opioid Supply from Mexico, BrookingS inSt. 5 
(July 2020); Felbab-Brown et al., supra note 26, at 10 (“[I]f the production and trafficking of fentanyl in China is reduced, illicit production and supply will 
likely intensify in India and Myanmar. DTOs smuggling fentanyl to the United States already collaborate with Indian pharmaceutical companies.”).
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69. Felbab-Brown et al., supra note 26, at 10–11 (“[T]he enforcement challenge with both countries is no smaller than with China. India’s large 
pharmaceutical industry is even more poorly regulated than China’s. It is also politically powerful, and aggressively promotes the sale of opioids 
in India and abroad, for example in Africa, where its sales of tramadol contribute to an intensifying drug epidemic. But, Felbab-Brown notes, U.S. 
counternarcotics leverage with India will be severely constrained by the U.S. desire to cultivate India as a geopolitical counterweight against China…. 
[¶] U.S. capacity to generate anti-fentanyl law enforcement actions in Myanmar is also severely constrained—both by the ongoing and intensifying 
civil war in the country and by geopolitical considerations. A myriad of militant groups and pro-government militias have been implicated in the 
production or taxation of illicit drugs. For decades, the Myanmar military has allowed the ethno-secessionist groups to trade in anything, including 
drugs, as an inducement to get the groups to agree to and maintain ceasefires with the government. It has similarly allowed progovernment militias to 
self-finance through the production of methamphetamine and heroin. The military has mostly undertaken counternarcotics actions when militants or 
militias crossed its domestic redlines, such as by trading with militant groups against which the military is engaged in active hostilities. New broad U.S. 
sanctions are unlikely to change this calculus while undermining other U.S. objectives.”).

70. See Felbab-Brown, supra note 49, at 21–22.

71. As Felbab-Brown of the Brookings Institution concluded in 2020: “China is thus most unlikely to mount cooperation with the United States on 
synthetic opioids as extensive as its collaboration with Australia to suppress methamphetamine production and trafficking from China. The level of 
collaboration is likely to fall as direct trafficking of synthetic opioids from China to the U.S. continues to decrease and trafficking is increasingly routed 
through intermediary countries. China already exhibits limited interest in cracking down on the flows of precursor agents from China to Mexico. In 
response to previous efforts by the Mexican government to lobby China to stop fentanyl and precursor trafficking, Chinese government officials 
tended to reply: ‘It’s a problem for Mexico to deal with. It’s a problem with your customs. There’s nothing we can do.’ Similarly, since the early days 
of the Obama administration, neither the United States nor Mexico have [sic] been able to persuade China to crack down on the vast amount of 
methamphetamine precursor agents transshipped from China to Mexico and fueling a devastating high-potency methamphetamine addiction in both 
the U.S. and Mexico. Once again, the pattern appears to be one of China enforcing counternarcotics controls only to the extent necessary to achieve 
plausible deniability and push the visible element of the problem abroad.” Id. at 23 (footnotes omitted).

72. Mexico also plays the major role in the smuggling of heroin into America. Historically, heroin came to the United States from Turkey, Afghanistan, and Southeast 
Asia. In this century, however, Mexico became the source for approximately 90 percent of the heroin consumed in this nation. Felbab-Brown, supra note 68.

73. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 5 (footnote omitted).

74. Id. at x (“Mexico is the principal source of this illicit fentanyl and its analogues today. In Mexico, cartels manufacture these poisons in clandestine 
laboratories with ingredients—precursor chemicals—sourced largely from the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Because illicit fentanyl is so powerful 
and such a small amount goes such a long way, traffickers conceal hard-to-detect quantities in packages, in vehicles, and on persons and smuggle 
the drug across the U.S.–Mexico border. It is difficult to interdict given that just a small physical amount of this potent drug is enough to satisfy U.S. 
demand, making it highly profitable for traffickers and dealers.”) (footnote omitted), 2 (“Mexican transnational criminal organizations (TCOs) also 
increasingly began supplying fentanyl instead of traditional plant-based opiates, such as heroin, albeit often producing it using precursor chemicals 
supplied by sellers in the PRC.”), 5–6; see also, e.g., DeA nAt’l Drug ASSeSSment, supra note 30, at 4, 14 (“DEA reporting indicates that Mexican TCOs are 
significantly involved in fentanyl production. The Sinaloa Cartel and the Jalisco New Generation Cartel (CJNG) appear to be increasing the production 
of wholesale quantities of fentanyl in both powder and pill forms.”); Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at vii; PArDo et Al., supra note 30, at xviii, 2–3; 
WeSthoFF, supra note 3, at 13–14, 51, 130–31, 152, 167-70, 190, 200–28; see generally Felbab-Brown, supra note 68.

75. “DEA considers the following nine Mexican TCOs as having the greatest drug trafficking impact on the United States: Sinaloa Cartel, CJNG, Beltran-
Leyva Organization, Cartel del Noreste and Los Zetas, Guerreros Unidos, Gulf Cartel, Juarez Cartel and La Linea, La Familia Michoacána, and Los Rojos. 
These TCOs maintain drug distribution cells in cities across the United States that either report directly to TCO leaders in Mexico or report indirectly 
through intermediaries. The cartels dominate the drug trade influencing the United States market, with most cartels having a polydrug market 
approach that allows for maximum flexibility and resiliency of their operations.” DeA nAt’l Drug ASSeSSment, supra note 30, at 66.

76. “Sinaloa cartel is the market leader, said Renato Sales, Mexico’s former security chief. U.S. and Mexican officials likened it to how a company works, manufacturing 
and marketing an array of illegal drugs and cultivating links to suppliers in dozens of countries in Latin America, Europe and Asia. The cartel is believed to have 
different units handling jobs such as security, money laundering, transportation, production and the bribing of public officials.” Kamp et al., supra note 1.

77. “[CJNG] is Mexico’s fastest-growing and most violent. It is fighting with Sinaloa for control of seaports where fentanyl’s chemical ingredients arrive from 
China as well as routes through the country and border crossings into the U.S.” Kamp et al., supra note 1; see also, e.g., Juan Montes & Jose de Córdoba, 
Brutal Gang Rises as Mexico’s Top Security Threat, WAll St. J., July 8, 2020, https://www.wsj.com/articles/brutal-gang-rises-as-mexicos-top-security 

-threat-11594209600?mod=article_inline (describing the effort by 24 gunmen from the CJNG to assassinate Mexico City Police Chief Omar Garcia Harfuch); 
id. (“The cartel, which dominates the trade in fentanyl and methamphetamines, has become Mexico’s most powerful criminal organization, eclipsing the 
more famous Sinaloa Cartel, which used to be run by jailed drug lord Joaquin ‘El Chapo’ Guzman and is now being managed by his sons. More than any 
rival gang, the Jalisco cartel has made it a hallmark to attack Mexican security forces and public servants directly, making it the biggest danger to the 
country’s at times fragile stability, former and current security officials say. The organized-crime group has killed more than 100 public servants in Jalisco 
state, including federal, state and local policemen, soldiers, mayors, council members, a state tourism minister and a federal lawmaker, state officials said. 
In June, it killed a federal judge and his wife. Now, some analysts worry the attack on the capital’s police chief shows it is launching a wider campaign of 
retribution. ‘These people have the firepower and the money to challenge the Mexican state,’ said Renato Sales, Mexico’s security commissioner from 2015 
to 2018. ‘The Jalisco New Generation Cartel is the most urgent threat to Mexico’s national security.’”).

https://www.wsj.com/articles/brutal-gang-rises-as-mexicos-top-security-threat-11594209600?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/brutal-gang-rises-as-mexicos-top-security-threat-11594209600?mod=article_inline
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78. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 9.

79. “The two cartels are named for their respective strongholds in states on Mexico’s Pacific Coast. Sinaloa is a decades-old criminal organization deeply 
embedded in the economy, politics, and culture of Mexico’s wild northwest, analysts and officials said. Jalisco, farther south, is a relative upstart, and 
has violently challenged Sinaloa for market share.” Kamp et al., supra note 1. The cartels initially expanded to include methamphetamine production 
but have increasingly churned out fentanyl since 2014. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 9.

80. Mexican TCOs also cut fentanyl more than China’s suppliers did. Fentanyl sent from China to the United States by mail was 90 percent pure, while 
Mexican fentanyl is approximately 7 percent pure. WeSthoFF, supra note 3, at 152. The bulk of Mexican fentanyl, according to author Ben Westhoff, 
enters through the 48 official ports of entry from Mexico into California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas secreted in secret panels in vehicles or in 
gas tanks. Id. at 153. TCOs also use individuals to smuggle fentanyl on their persons. If you think that the Mexican TCOs have scruples about who 
they choose to serve as “mules,” think again. See Bradford Betz, Texas Border Agents Encounter Boy, 4, Among Suspected Illegal Immigrants 
Smuggling Marijuana Into US, Fox neWS, Apr. 15, 2022, https://www.foxnews.com/us/texas-border-agents-encounter-boy-4-among-suspected-illegal 

-immigrants-smuggling-marijuana-into-us.

81. Kamp et al., supra note 1.

82. Id. (“Mexican cartels were primed to take advantage. They already had established trafficking networks built around drugs like cocaine, marijuana and 
heroin, said Uttam Dhillon, who served as acting DEA administrator under Mr. Trump. And they had relationships with Chinese chemical makers, and 
expertise running drugmaking labs, through their production of methamphetamine, another synthetic drug they are sending to the U.S., Mr. Dhillon 
said. [¶] The DEA said the cartels are pushing their synthetic wares into more parts of the U.S. Methamphetamine is more present in some eastern 
states where that drug was once rare. And fentanyl is growing in the West.”).

83. Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 10; DeA nAt’l Drug ASSeSSment, supra note 30, at 65 & Fig. 58; Montes & de Córdoba, supra note 78 (“In its 2019 
annual report, the DEA said the cartel has distribution hubs in Los Angeles, New York City, Chicago, Houston and Atlanta.”).

84. Kamp et al., supra note 1.

85. Id.

86. See Synthetic oPioiD comm’n, supra note 2, at 9 (“Part of the difficulty for Mexico can be explained by corruption, threats from violent TCOs, and, until 
recently, Mexican authorities’ reluctance to acknowledge the growing illegal fentanyl synthesis problem.”).

87. Several Violent Episodes in Mexico Suggest a Worrying Trend, economiSt, Sept. 1, 2022. https://www.economist.com/the-americas/2022/09/01/several 
-violent-episodes-in-mexico-suggest-a-worrying-trend.

88. Id. (“Between 2006 and 2012 an average of eight people ‘disappeared’ each day (many of whom were probably murdered). Now the daily average 
is 25. Mexico’s murder rate is 28 per 100,000 people. That is four times the murder rate in the United States. Polls show Mexicans are more concerned 
about violence than any other matter. In 2021 the cost of violence in Mexico was estimated by the Institute for Economics and Peace, a think-tank, to 
be 4.9trn pesos ($243bn), around a fifth of GDP.”); see also, e.g., Juan Montes & Jose de Córdoba, Two Jesuit Priests Gunned Down in Northern Mexico 
Church, WAll St. J., June 21, 2022, https://www.wsj.com/articles/two-jesuit-priests-gunned-down-in-northern-mexico-church-11655835560?page=1 
(“The organized-crime group has killed more than 100 public servants in Jalisco state, including federal, state and local policemen, soldiers, mayors, 
council members, a state tourism minister and a federal lawmaker, state officials said. In June, it killed a federal judge and his wife. Now, some analysts 
worry the attack on the capital’s police chief shows it is launching a wider campaign of retribution…. For veterans of Latin America’s long drug wars, 
the attacks on Mexican security forces are an unsettling reminder of the campaign waged by cocaine kingpin Pablo Escobar against the Colombian 
state in the late 1980s, a wave of terror that included the assassination of politicians and journalists, the downing of an Avianca airliner and the 
bombing of shopping malls in the capital…. The cartel’s growing assertiveness presents Mr. López Obrador with a dilemma. The president took office 
in 2018 with the promise he would do away with Mexico’s spiraling violence by attacking poverty. So far, violence has risen further, and Mexico posted 
a record number of homicides in 2019.”).

89. See, e.g., Aidan Gardiner, Is Mexico Growing More Violent? Our Journalists Answer Reader Questions, n.y. timeS, Nov. 7, 2019, https://www.nytimes 
.com/2019/11/07/reader-center/mexico-attack-mormon-family.html; Elisabeth Malkin et al., Mormon Family Massacre Stuns Mexico, Laying Bare 
Government’s Helplessness, n.y. timeS, Nov. 8, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/05/world/americas/mexico-mormons-killed.html; Kirk Semple, 
Mormon Massacre in Mexico May Be Tied to Gang War, Officials Say, n.y. timeS, Nov. 8, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/06/world/americas 
/Lebaron-Family-killed-Mexico.html.

90. See, e.g., David Luhnow et al., Mexican Cartel Rules City After Gunbattle, WAll St. J., Oct. 18, 2019, https://www.wsj.com/articles/mexican-president 
-backs-decision-to-free-drug-lords-son-11571404233?mod=article_inline; Andrea Schmidt, The Siege of Culiacán, n.y. timeS, Nov. 15, 2019, https://www 
.nytimes.com/2019/11/15/the-weekly/el-chapo-guzman-son.html?searchResultPosition=3.

91. “Within minutes of Mr. Guzmán’s capture, hundreds of cartel gunmen sprang into action. Convoys of SUVs and pickups filled the city streets. Gunmen 
wore bulletproof vests and toted assault rifles, and at least two had machine guns, including an intimidating Browning M2 set up on the back of a 
light truck, according to security experts who analyzed video footage of the events. [¶] Gunmen also began firing on army barracks where the family 
members of soldiers lived, Mr. Sandoval said. One unconfirmed report said gang members had hijacked loaded fuel trucks and parked them near the 
barracks, threatening to blow them up…. Heavily-armed gunmen riding in convoys engaged in more than 70 separate firefights with Mexican security 
forces, set fires [sic] to vehicles, shot at government offices and engineered a jailbreak that freed 55 prisoners, with six recaptured, officials said. By 
nightfall, it was clear that the cartel was in charge of the city…. The administration’s backing down to the cartel’s offensive was sharply criticized by 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/texas-border-agents-encounter-boy-4-among-suspected-illegal-immigrants-smuggling-marijuana-into-us
https://www.foxnews.com/us/texas-border-agents-encounter-boy-4-among-suspected-illegal-immigrants-smuggling-marijuana-into-us
https://www.economist.com/the-americas/2022/09/01/several-violent-episodes-in-mexico-suggest-a-worrying-trend
https://www.economist.com/the-americas/2022/09/01/several-violent-episodes-in-mexico-suggest-a-worrying-trend
https://www.wsj.com/articles/two-jesuit-priests-gunned-down-in-northern-mexico-church-11655835560?page=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/07/reader-center/mexico-attack-mormon-family.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/07/reader-center/mexico-attack-mormon-family.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/05/world/americas/mexico-mormons-killed.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/06/world/americas/Lebaron-Family-killed-Mexico.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/06/world/americas/Lebaron-Family-killed-Mexico.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mexican-president-backs-decision-to-free-drug-lords-son-11571404233?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mexican-president-backs-decision-to-free-drug-lords-son-11571404233?mod=article_inline
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/15/the-weekly/el-chapo-guzman-son.html?searchResultPosition=3
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/15/the-weekly/el-chapo-guzman-son.html?searchResultPosition=3
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many ordinary Mexicans and security analysts, who challenged Mr. López Obrador’s policy of using force only as a last resort in an attempt to pacify 
one of the world’s most violent nations. He has called the policy ‘hugs, not bullets,’ promising to focus on attacking poverty rather than cartels.” 
Luhnow et al., supra note 90; Mexico Needs Statecraft, Yet Its President Offers Theatre, economiSt, Feb. 27, 2020, https://www.economist.com/the 

-americas/2020/02/27/mexico-needs-statecraft-yet-its-president-offers-theatre.

92. See Luhnow et al., supra note 90 (“Mexico’s powerful drug cartels are likely to take note of the Sinaloa cartel’s use of military power and tactics in 
freeing Mr. Guzmán, and emulate it, said Mike Vigil, a former head of international operations for the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, who 
has also served in Mexico. [¶] ‘Releasing Ovidio sends a vivid message to criminal cartels that if a group’s leader is captured, all you have to do is go 
into a town, commit wholesale violence, and the government will release him,’ he said.”). Also, late in 2020, Mexico enacted a law in response to the 
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most people are getting fentanyl and other opioids, you don’t really know what you’re getting,’ [emergency room Dr. Arthur] Smolensky said…. It is 
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